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The direct-acting hyd~aulic shea.rs are simple, and the wear and tear is 
trifling, but they have the disadvantage that the same amount of power is 
consumed whether a large or small section is being cut. This defect is 
remedied in the shears by Messrs. Fielding & Platt, of Gloucester, shown 
in fig. 469, in which three cylinders are employed, so that by admitting the 
water to one, two, or three of the cylinders, three different powers may be 
obtained. Ali the cylinders are below ground, and are perfectly protected 

from bot sea.le. The upper Llade is balaoced by tLe lowest cylioder, and 
the cut is made by drawing the blade downwards by the two large side-bolts 
attached to the crosshead below the machine, this crosshead being forced 
down'by the working cylinders. 

, The other system on which bloom shears are constructed is that of 
a.ctuating the blade by mea.ns of an eccentric on a shaft, which is driven by 
powerful steam engines through the medium of triple gearing. The figs. 

PLATE 



PLATE XLII.-Plan of Bloom-Shearing Machiné. [To fae,e p. 7M. 

Fig. 471. 
l!ur lifting Stup Cear 
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WORKING WITHOUT COGGING. 7/íl 

(70, 472., and fig. 471, Plate xlii., show such a pair of shears made by 
Messrs. 'l'homas Perry & Son, Ltd., of Bilston, for cutting hot plate elab, 
up to 30 inches wide by 10 inches thick, and fitted with live rollers driven 
bv separa.te reversing engines. 

The works for which these shears were desig~ed were not prodded with 
hydraulic power, consP-quently the measuring stop ha<l to be moved by 
hand, which is much slower tha.n hydraulic power. 
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Working without Cogging.-It is quite possible to work without 
cogging either by the hammer or in a mili, and to rol! straight off from th" 
ingot in one Il).ill, but it is only advisa.ble to do so where the output is too 
sma.11 to justify the cost of a separata cogging mill, which would have to 
stand idle for a large portion of the time. It may be taken that where the 
output of the works is lesa than 800 or 1,000 tona per week, it will _nob 
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The ingot may be cogged down in the first stand of rolla next the 
engine into a billet of moderate section, out to length by the billet 
ehears, and removed on the " No. l Bogie" to be finished in a 
emaller mill 

Or, the roughed billet may be skidded across to the second bed of 
live rollers serving the second stand of rolls, which will reduce it to 
& billet of sme.11 section for use in guide mills ; the small billete are 
cut into short lengths by the small billet shears on tbe extreme left, 
and removed on the " No. 2 Bogie." 

Or, the cogged billet me.y be finished in the second stand of rolle 
into bars or anglcs, which are cut into suitable lengths while hot by 
the circular saw, and skidded on to the hot bed, from which tho 
skids remove them when oool to the siding ; & steam era.ne running 
on the Cmne Roo.<l lifts them into the railway trucks. 
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PLATE XLIII.-Combined Cogging and Bar Mill. 
Railway Siding here. 
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BILLET MILLS. 153 

used for driving the live rollers, is thus conveyed rapidly to the railway 
line, where the material is loaded up. 

When plating bars, small billets, or sectional iron or steel are to be 
rolled, the cropped bloom is skidded by power on to the live rollers at the 
back of the second stand of rolls, and after being run throuah to the front ie 
iinished in the ordinary way, and passed on to the hot saw

0 

or small shears. 
-0n the left of the plan, where the bars are sawn, and the small billets 
.sheared to lepgth, and taken by the skids on to the hot bed to cool. By the 
same means they are conveyed to the railway, which, owing to local condi
tions, cannot be sunk below the floor level, and the bars or billets are there
fore loatled up into the railway trucks by a steam era.ne runnina on the 
line. 

0 

The range of sizes rolled in this mili is considerable. Flats are made 
from 2 inches by½ inch, up to 10 inches wide in steel or 12 inches in iron, 
those of 3 inches wide and upwards of any thickness, down to ¾ inch, and in 
.some i;,izes down to¼ inch. Rounds and squares are rolled from 2½ inches 
to 6 inches, angles from 2½ inches by 2½ inches to 6 inches by 6 inches, and 
tees from 3 inches by 3 inches to 6 inches by 3 inches. When on light work 
it is not at all uncommon to rol! bars up to 175 feet long, and then cut them 
up into the lengths required by customers. • 

The output of the mill varíes, according to the sections i-olled, from 450 
to 550 tons per week, but with heavy sections and a sufficient supply of 
ingots, there is every rea.son to believe the output would be at least 700 tona 
per week. 

The above is a good instance of the varied work which can be done on 
-0ne mill in a small works; nevertheless, in cases where the amount of work 
will justify the outlay, a regular cogging mill is a good investment. 

Billet Milis may be either large mills intended to roll the ingot down 
to billets about 6 inches square ready for cutting up for other milis, or small 
mills, taking the cogged bloom and rolling it down to l¾ or l¼ inches 
square for finishing in little mills. Many steel works sell large quautities 
of billets, from 4 inches down to l¼ inches square, to the older iron works, 
which roll these out into the sections for which they possess rolls, orto thc 
wire milis for rolling into wire rod. Some works do no finishing atal!, and 
sell al! their product in the form of billets. 

A large billet mill will roll the billets in lengths of 300 or 400 feet, and 
will turn out 250 to 350 tons a shift, the smaller milis doing proportionately 
less. Billets are sometimes sawn hot, but are usually sheared, the large 
sizes when hot, and the small sizes when cold. 

The Americans have carried the arrangements at their billet milis to 
great verfection, the billets being conveyed on rollers or travelling belts 
for 100 feet or more away from the mills, and carried over railway lines or 
-0ther obstructions at a considerable height above ground ; the first belt 
<lelivers on to others at right angles alongside the railway trucks; a boy 
placing a switch diagonally across the belt opposite any truck diverts the 

· stream of billets into it, or if no trucks are available, or the billets are not 
wanted at the moment for despatch for any particular order, they are 
switched off the travelling band running 20 feet or so a.hove the ground of 
the stock yard, where they lie in conical heaps to cool until an order is 
r eceived for them. They are then dragged by hooked bars on to other 
travelling bands on the ground level, which rise sufficiently to deposit them 
in the trncks for despatch. 

At the Homestead W orks they ha.ve gone even further than this. The 
-almost red hot billets are led into a hopper where water is run over them to 
-cool them, and wheu a sufficient weight has accumulated in the hopper to 
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form a truck load, they are dropped from the hopper into the truck, a method 
of loading which would scarcely meet with the approval of our railway 
companies. 

The Duquesne mill will turn out 1,000 tons of billets 5 to 6 inches square 
in a single shih. 

At the Grand Crossing Track Company's Works, near Chicago, there is 
a 36-inch combined cogging and billet mill, which reduces.a 16-inch by 18-inch 
ingot to a l¾-inch square billet, 450 feet long, in one heat, between one pair 
of rolls. The rolls are coupled direct to a three-cylinder reve¡:sing engine 
having cylinders 1 metre diameter by 1 metre. stroke, made to run at 200 
revolutions per minute with a steam pressure 'of nine atmospheres. The 
ingot is cogged in the ordinary way down to 4 inches square, and the end 
sheared off. The engine is then run in one direction only, the bar passing 
through a system of repeaters round the housing, as many as three portions 
being operated on at one time.* 

Many milis are now provided with a few passes, either in the cogging 
or roughing rolls, in which ingots can be rqlled into biliets while the finishing 
rolls are being changed, s9 that the flow of ingots through the soaking pits 
may not be interrupted, as the success of soaking depends upon the regularity 
of the flow. 

Changing the Rolls.-Rolis ha.ve frequently to ·be changed unless 
large orders are received at one time for a particular section. While the 
changing is proceeding, the mill, with its attendant heating furnaces, and 
the workmen employed about them are idle, but salaries, dead charges, and 
other expenses of the establishment continue running as if the mili were at. 
work, while fuel must also be burnt to keep the furnaces and boilers hot. 
Changing rolls is therefore a serious expense. To reduce the time lost in 
changing, which may vary from three or four hours in large mills down to 
twenty minutes in smali ones, travelling cranes, worked by power, run above 
all mills to handle any rolls much over 12 inches in diameter. Changing 
the rolls themselves does not generally take so l_ong as fitting guides and 
guarda in place, which is a troublesome business in the case of rolls producing 
complicated sections. 

To atill further eoonomise time, sorne works are furnished with cranes
powerful enough to remove the housings with the rolls and all guides and 
guards attached at a single lift, and to replace them with a duplicate pair
of housings in which the next pair of rolls, with all needful accessories, have 
been previously fitted together on a duplica.te bed. This can only be done 
when the feet of the. housings are arranged so as to find their position instantly 
when dropped on the bed-plate, and to be held in place by tightening up
a few bolts ; lining and wedging are out of the question for work of this. 
sort. The plan is very convenient, particularly when rolls for a new section 
have to be fitted for the first time, ~nd reduces t~e time required for changing 
rolls to about half an hour, even m a large llllll ; but for such a mill the 
era.ne must be capa.ble of lifting nearly 100 tons. 

There is no doubt as to tlie saving in the case of a three-high mill, the 
fixing of guides and guarda to which occupies much time, but sorne engineers 
doubt if the additional cost of so powerful a era.ne is justified in the case 
of a two-high mill. 

In sorne Continental works the difficulty is got over by having complete 
duplica.te mills, each with its own compound reversing engine, one mili 
standing while the other is running, and in sorne English works mills are: 

* Ir<m Age, August 4, 1904, p. 16. 
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CHARGING THE ROLLS. 755 

placed on each side of an engine, which can be coupled to either mill while 
the rolla are being changed in the other. ' 

Usua_lly the rolls are lifted out by sling chains, but the appliance (fig. 474) 
was deVISed by the author for changing rolls in a semi-continuous mill and 
has proved ve~y satisfactory for this purpose. It consists of a cast~steel 
frame shaped !lke an 1 s~spen~ed from a socket, the position of which along 
the upper hon~ontal leg 1s a~Justable by a screw worked by a hand chain, 
so that the pomt of suspens1on may always be directly over the centre of 
gr~vity 9f the roll to be ~d, "'.hatever be the length of the barrel. A 
we1ght to balance the vertical leg IS moved by the same screw, the relative 
pitch of t~e t wo threads cut upon it being such that, whatever the point 
of suspens1on, the frame always hangs with the upper leg truly horizontal. 

Fig. 474.-Devioe fo~ Cha.nging Rolls. 

At the bottom of the vertical leg is a slight tapered socket, which fits freely 
over the wobbler of the roll, and a T-shaped handle wherewith the workman 
steadies the frame as the craneman moves the socket over the wobbler. 
When the socket is in place the roll is lihed, and as the frame is balanced, 
and the point of suspension exactly over the centre of gravity of the· 
roll, the roll always remains perfectly horizontal, and is moved out of 
the housing. 

Even when the works possess the requisite rolli¡, customers requiring a. 
few tons of bars of a section not in common use may ha.ve to wait a long 
time for delivery until orders for similar bars have come in from other sourees 
sufficient to justify putting in the rolls; or, ü the material must be had at. 
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once, the purchaser must pay such a sum as will at least partially compensate 
the manufacturers for the time lost in changing. To reduce this mcon
venience as far as practicable, many works send out a post card every week 
to their chief customers, giving a list of ali the sections for which they expect 
to put in the rolls during the next fortnight. 

Section Mills.-The mills used for rolling such sections as girders, 
channels, and large tees or angles, vary in size from 36 inches down to 24 
inches. The 36-inch rolls are used for the very heavy joists; 32-inch rolls 
for joists from 15 down to 10 inches in depth, and for traro rails, sleepers, 
etc. ; 30-inch rolls for 8 X 8 to 6 X 6 T and L sections or 12 X 3 channels; 
28-inch for joists 10 inches deep and below, and for main Ene rails; and 
24-inch for smaller rails or heavy bars. These are about the size of rolls it 
is generally considered advisable to employ, but the sections mentioned can 
be rolled, though not to the same advantage, in rolls considerably less; 
thus 6 x 6 angles have been made in an 18-inch mill, but such work must 
be considered as exceptional and not as good practice. 

Section milis, with rolls of 36 to 24 inches in diameter, will, if provided 
with engines having cylinders of 45 to 30 inches in diameter coupled direct 
to the mili, run sufficiently fast to finish joists in lengths of 200 or 300 feet, 
which can be sawn up while hot into the requisite lengths with very little 
waste from crops. Such milis, if provided with suitable live roller gear 
and other auxiliaries, will turn out 300 or 400 tons of sections in a shift of 
ten hours, though probably 150 to 200 tons more closely represents current 
practice. It is not often that a mill can be run at its maximum rate of 
output, want of ingots, insufficient boilers or heating furnaces, or frequent 
changes of rolls so often reducing the make. 

Cutting to Length and Straightening.-Sections, while red hot, 
are cut into lengths by circular saws before passing to the hot beds to 
cool. Fig. 475 shows a saw of the type usually employed in this country 
as made by Messrs. Francis Berry & Son, .of Sowerby Bridge. The rolled 
section is carried past the saw by the live rollers, on which it rests while 
being cut; the saw is fixed on a spindle driven by belts from the two large 
pulleys on the crank-shaft of the engine. The be~rings in which this sp~dle 
runs can be simultaneously pushed forward honzontally by means e1ther 
of a hand leve:i: or a steam or hydraulic cylinder, when the saw cuts through 
tbe bar. The teeth of the saw travel at a speed of about 13,000 feet per 
minute (nearly 150 miles an hour), and the saw will cut almost any section 
in three or four seconds. The crop end is lifted away by tongs, the section 
run up to a measuring stop by the live rollers, and cut up into the lengths 
required. 

When sections require to be cut to exact length, they are cut cold by 
means of the cold saw. Fig. 476 shows one of such machines as made by 
Messrs. Isaac Hill & Son, of Derby. A saw must be of high Carbon steel 
hardened and tempered, or it will not be hard enough to cut cold metal. 
If the teeth travel faster than sorne 50 feet per minute, there is not sufficient 
time for the sharpened tooth to force a passage through the metal and take 
ofi a shaving; when this speed is exceeded, the tooth is simply dragged 
over the surface of the steel, and its point rapidly ground down, the heat 
so generated drawing the temper of the cutting edge.* Hence cold saws 
are much slower in "their action than hot saws, and to prevent the heat 
developed destroying their temper, the lower edge of the saw runs in a trough 

* High-speed sa.ws are now obtainable, which can be run at a peripheral speed o{ 
over 100 feet per minute. 
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filled with soap suds. It takes over an hour to cut through a large girder 
when cold, instead of the few seconds needed to cut it when hot. 

Light sections are straightened by laying them on a block two or three 
feet ~part, :VÍth the con_vex side _up, and striki~g the top with a sledge ; 
h_eavier sect10ns are stra1gh~ned m a pr~ss, which acta on the same prin
c1ple, except that presiiure 1s employed mstead of a blow. A plunger is 

'
Fig. 476.-Cold Saw. 

moved backwards and íorwards by power opposite two blocks capable of 
adjustment, and the section passed through the machine is thus straightened. 

The form of machine shown in fig. 477, made by the Hills & Jones Co., 
of Delaware, U.S.A., is much more rapid in its action than the press" and 
can deal with sections which are still hot. There are three paira of rolls 

, 


